
LOOP FROM NORTH THROUGH HEATHROW TO EUSTON
WITH ADDITIONAL SPUR WEST OF HEATHROW TO EUSTON

WHY WOULD HS2 WANT THIS SPUR?
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Purpose of Spur from west of Heathrow to Euston (shown in red0:

· Unknown. Why duplicate a link that already exists via the loop through Northolt?

· Why duplicate existing TRAIN services if the loop is not installed?

Problems:

· Who would want to travel on this spur from Heathrow to Euston ‘the long way round’?

· Duplicates other rail services such as Heathrow Express (every 15 minutes, 15 minute journey)
and LUL Piccadilly Line (more stops in central London) that would take a shorter journey time
to London.

· Through passengers from the north to Euston and/or Heathrow would not use this spur.

· Passenger travelling from London to Heathrow would not use this route.



The Ickenham Residents Association believes that residents find
themselves in an unjust ‘Catch 22’ situation – requests for mitigation are
being blocked because of spurs which may never be constructed and
cannot be publicly discussed until after the hybrid bill is passed.

The Ickenham Residents Association fully supports Hillingdon Against HS2
and the LBH Council in opposing the HS2 project - the rationale and
economic advantages given by the government do not stand up to scrutiny.
It is hoped the legal challenges and experiences from other countries -
where this technology costs too much to build and operate and does not
meet passenger forecasts - will cause the Government to reconsider their
ideas for developing the rail network.

The arguments to extend the tunnel beyond West Ruislip are compelling –
it will remove the possibility of noise blight from over 1800 households in
Ickenham, North and West Ruislip and save Ruislip golf course.
A tunnel has major benefits for HS2 Ltd as the current design requires a
steep gradient for the line leaving the tunnel and climbing over the River
Pinn and Breakspear Road South requiring the construction of new bridges
and disruption to traffic. Furthermore, construction time of this section
would also be greatly reduced if a tunnel was adopted.

The spurs to Heathrow are part of HS2 Phase 2 and will therefore not be
available for consultation before 2014 - after a Hybrid Bill vote. The
necessity for spurs is also likely to be contentious as there are already very
fast train links between London and Heathrow with the Heathrow Express,
Crossrail and the London Underground. These are not to be confused with
the proposed HS2 spurs to and from the North which will probably follow
the M25 and join with HS2 before the Chalfont tunnels.

Ickenham and other parts of Borough to suffer if HS2
Heathrow spurs go ahead

It was revealed at the first HS2 Community forum for the ‘South Ruislip –
Ickenham’ section on 20 March that community requests to extend the
Ruislip tunnel to beyond Ickenham are unlikely to be agreed as the area
between the West Ruislip tunnel portal and Harvil Road is designated as
potentially the point where the tracks (spurs) to and from Heathrow will join
with HS2. The tracks will proceed down the Colne Valley to Heathrow. It is
assumed any spur to main line track connections could not be sited in
tunnels.


